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ABSTRACT 
A present project at the Dept. of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering at Luleå Uni-
versity of Technology deals with numeric simulation of electromagnetic properties. The 
method in use is entitled the partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) method. An experi-
mental code has earlier been developed in which new theory in this area has been tested and 
implemented. In this bachelor thesis work are going to be done with the existing PEEC code 
to try to give the performance a boost by mostly using grid computing. This is done via the 
grid middleware Alchemi. The results show that parts of the program can make use of Al-
chemi to improve the overhead executing time of the original PEEC program. But some of the 
parts are better if calculated locally. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1 Background 
This thesis is a part of an ongoing project at the Department of Computer Science and Electri-
cal Engineering, Division of EISLAB at Luleå University of Technology, Sweden. A method 
called the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) method [1] is used to calculate electro-
magnetic field effects in electric and electronic designs to account for how all parts in it is 
affected by each other. This is done because one wants to ensure that electronic devices work 
correctly and that they fulfil the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) regulations. The aim of 
EMC is to get electromagnetic devices to operate correct in the same environment. If elec-
tronic devices do not fulfil these regulations that can result in fines and that the product has to 
be withdrawn from the market in question. 
 
An experimental code has been developed over the years to make it possible to use computers 
to help with the calculations, and this code suffer from bad programming due to that many 
people have contributed to it. The goal for this bachelor thesis is to improve the existing 
PEEC code and make it faster and investigate the use of grid computing for PEEC. Grid com-
puting is the way for connected computers for example via LAN or internet working together 
to get more work done using less time. 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this Bachelors thesis is to improve the existing PEEC code and make it faster 
in its calculations. This is going to be done by using more structured object oriented code. The 
PEEC code will also be modified to use grid computing for the most time consuming calcula-
tions. There by creating a Grid-PEEC version of the program that can be used with a local 
grid that is setup on the schools internal network. To accomplish this grid computing ideas 
and software are going to be used. 

1.3 Thesis outline 
This report is built as follows, chapter 1-3 gives an introduction of the bachelor thesis and grid 
computing. There are short summaries of the different grid middleware’s that has been looked 
at as potential candidates for use in this project. How and why the choice of grid middleware 
was made and the modifications done on the old PEEC code. Then in chapter 4-5 follows a 
review of the result, discussion about what could have been done different, possible im-
provements and future work. In the appendix there are descriptions and help documents of the 
program and the technology being used in the project. Appendix A shows how to install the 
required software. In appendix B there is UML diagrams as a complement to the developed 
code, making it easier to understand the different classes and how they work together. 
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Chapter 2 – Grid Computing 
This chapter gives a short background to the theories, pre-studies and program used in the 
project.  
 
Bear in mind that grid computing is a field with rapid progress. Much effort is put into this 
area right now and there is no real standard today to use. 

2.1 Introduction to grid computing 
The name GRID has its roots in the analogy with the electrical power grid. As for the electri-
cal power, one receive it from an outlet in the wall and really do not know where it is coming 
from, and do not really care either as long as it is there. Sure probably one know that it comes 
from some sort of electrical power plant but it is really hard to know and tell exactly which 
one. To this electrical grid there are numerous providers and consumers connected. The con-
sumer pays for the amount of power used and hopefully not a bit more. The thought of having 
some sort of data grid that worked in the same manner has been around for a while. Some sort 
of network connected computers that when one needed to compute something, one just 
plugged in the device into it and then had the amount of computational power needed. 
 
Most of the times scientists only has access to computing resources in his nearest surround-
ings, usually their school or office and they want to use computational resources located else-
where. It is here the idea of grid computing comes along. Usually when dealing with grid 
computing one think of the GRID as a network of interconnected resources working together 
and sharing each others know-how and raw computing power. Most of the people dealing 
with grid computing shares the idea that grid computing are the way to make it possible to 
share the power of distributed resources with others all over the world in an easier way. And 
most of the time the work that these scientists want to be done is done in the way of High 
Throughput Computing and not High Performance Computing. 
 
High Throughput Computing, (HTC), is to make use of as many idle computational cycles as 
possible. So that as much work as possible can be done over a long period of time and no 
computing power gets wasted. In other words if a desktop computer is not used for a short 
period of time by its user one should be able to make use of this “idle” time. 
 
High Performance Computing, (HPC), is chasing clock cycles in the way to achieve as many 
clock cycles per second as possible, to do the work faster than before in a shorter period of 
time. This could also be called some sort of super computing. 
 
In this report a GRID is referred to as a system of distributed computers working together via 
a network as a kind of super computer. The computers may be spread all over the world or be 
connected via a LAN and cooperate via special programs (Grid middleware). Many develop-
ers have their own view of what a grid is and one may find different explanations if searching 
for one. Our program is though first and foremost thought of being used in a LAN where the 
interconnection between nodes are much greater than it is on the web (usually anyway). 
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2.1.1 Problems suited for grid computing 
As one can understand some problems are more suited to a grid environment than others. So 
which problems are possible to be transferred and adapted to a grid environment? Say that 
problems can be divided into either fine grained problems or coarse grained problems or 
something in between. In parallel computing one is interested in if the problem is possible to 
split up into smaller units, and how much communication that is needed between these units. 

2.1.2 Fine and coarse grained problems 
A fine grained problem is a problem that is possible to divide into several sub problems. A 
coarse grained problem is not possible to divide into as many sub problems as a fine grained 
one. 
 
A problem that is suited for a parallel programming model, (several processing units, doing 
work on different parts of the same problem at the same time), is a problem that is possible to 
divide into sub problems. In which extent a problem is possible to divide into sub problems 
and how much communication between theses sub problems that is needed determines how 
adaptable a problem is to a parallel environment. A fine grained problem where much com-
munication between its sub problems is needed is a problem suited for a super computer envi-
ronment where the internal communication can be processed very fast. A coarse grained prob-
lem that is not possible to divide into many sub problems is a problem that is not possible to 
adapt to a parallel programming model. A problem that exists somewhere in between these 
two boarders, (that is: a problem that can be divided into sub problems and there is not so 
much communication needed) is suited for a LAN or even a more widespread grid. 
 
An example of a problem that has been adapted to a grid environment is the SETI@home 
project [2]. Where one can help in computing data gathered from readings of the sky. Sign up 
to this project and then start downloading packages of data to your computer, calculate them 
and then send them back. Each package is not dependent of the others but in a wider sense 
they are small units of a larger “problem”. 
 

2.1.3 Distributing workload 
When one is going to distribute workload amongst many processing units there is a fine bal-
ancing act one have to consider. The piece of work that are going to be sent to a processing 
unit can not be to small so that the overhead time sending it calculating it and send the answer 
back takes more time than calculating it on a single CPU. One also do not want the piece to be 
to big so that the workload just can be spread over a few CPUs so that the total time calculat-
ing it does not differ so much from running the original code on a single CPU. 
 
A computer system with several processors in one machine is a system that can handle very 
fine grained problems because the internal communication is very fast. As for computers co-
operating via internet can handle more coarse grained problems. Computers in a fast local 
area network can handle problems somewhere in between. 
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2.1.4 Why it is possible to GRIDify the original PEEC code 
The original PEEC code can be used with a grid because it can be split up into three main 
parts and these parts can be split up into even smaller parts (in this project they are called 
units, see chapter 3.2 and Appendix B for further explanation). No communication between 
the units is necessary. This makes it quite easy to adapt the code to a grid environment and 
take advantage of its computing power.  
 

 
Figure 1. Simple basic example structure of a Alchemi GRID setup, U = User, M=Manager, 
C= Client 

2.2 Grid middleware 
A grid middleware is a set of applications that handles scheduling of jobs and sending them to 
a computational resource when it is free for use. The software/grid middleware in use in this 
project is named Alchemi [3]. It is free of charge to use and also relatively simple to use. This 
software is the heart of the new PEEC code and also what make it possible to create a compu-
tational grid. 

2.3 Grid software 
This section presents a number of different grid middleware. 

2.3.1 Gridbus 
The GRIDBUS project [4] is driven by the grid computing and distributed systems laboratory 
at the University of Melbourne in Australia. They are engaged in the making of an open 
source GRID toolkit for use with various applications that one want to grid enable. They have 
a quite big range of products software that is used in various levels/layers in the grid “archi-
tecture” from high to low. Like Alhemi and Libra. 
 
The GRIDBUS middleware is these pieces of software: Gridbus broker, Alchemi, Gridsim, 
Grid workflow management system, Grid market directory, Grid bank, Gridscape, G monitor, 
Excell grid and Libra. Libra is a scheduler for computer clusters, but it only handles Linux 
clusters. 

2.3.2 Alchemi 
Alchemi [3] is a part of the GRIDBUS project [4]. Alchemi is free to use and also relatively 
simple to use and create a Grid with, see figure 1. On the Alchemi homepage one can find the 
Alchemi documentation which is really easy to understand and has some really good pro-
gramming examples in C#. By using Alchemi, a grid of computers is easily setup and that 
makes it possible for the computers to cooperate together as a cluster or super computer. 
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Communication between the grid-threads (units) is at this time not possible in Alchemi (but 
this is not a problem in the case of this bachelor thesis project since no interaction between the 
threads is necessary). 
 
One possible problem is that Alchemi and all the code examples are written in C#. This means 
that the project must be written in Managed C++. Managed C++ should make it possible to 
use Alchemi from a program written in C/C++ without to much modification of the C/C++ 
code. 
 
The only security feature at the moment is that a program connecting to the manager needs a 
username and password to an account on the manager. There are three different groups of 
accounts Executors, Users and Administrators. Each activity that the manager can perform is 
associated with a permission. According to [5] the different permissions are: 
 
•ExecuteThread (activities related to thread execution, e.g. getting a thread to execute, return-
ing its results) 
•ManageOwnApp (activities related to the ownership of a particular application, e.g. creating 
an application, getting its finished threads) 
•ManageAllApps (activities related to the ownership of all applications in the system e.g. get-
ting a list of all applications along with statistics) 
•ManageUsers (activites related to user management, e.g. adding users, changing passwords, 
changing group membership) 
 
And each account group has a set of permissions: 
 
•Users (ManageOwnApp) 
•Executors (ExecuteThread) 
•Administrators (ManageOwnApp, ManageAllApps, ExecuteThread, ManageUsers). 

2.3.3 Globus Toolkit 
The Globus Toolkit [6] is an open source toolkit for projects that want to make use of a GRID 
solution to solve their problems. It is exactly what it seems to be when hearing its name, 
namely a toolkit. A toolkit that one can take some parts from and use in a project, it is not a 
“total” solution, more of a help to get moving in the right direction. It is a Grid infrastructure 
toolkit.  
 
A GRID project always requires application specific code and Globus Toolkit wants to be 
some of the building blocks helping when building an application. The toolkit is trying to 
make use of as many as possible existing standards out there such as from communities like 
IETF, W3C. Standards like SSL, SOAP and OGSI. The Globus toolkit is backed up by a quite 
large group of people and it is continuously evolving. 
 
The security bit of GLOBUS is divided in to four different parts, basic security mechanisms, 
components for credential generation, components for credential management and compo-
nents for access control and authorization. And it gives pointers in which direction to move 
when it comes to set up security in a grid and grid-application. 
 
If using GLOBUS there is much to learn and it is not really a plug and play environment or a 
“total” solution like Alchemi. The homepage is very well structured and has a lot of informa-
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tion to give concerning grid computing. If constructing a grid and grid-application from 
scratch Globus Toolkit could very well be a good choice. 

2.3.4 Cactus 
Cactus [7] originates from the academic research community where it have been used and 
developed for many years. One may consider using Cactus software if one is going to perform 
some kind of parallel programming across different architectures using the languages F77, 
F90, C, C++. Cactus supports most of the OS architectures on the market today, including 
windows. 
 
Cactus provides access to many software technologies for example the Globus Toolkit [6], 
HDF5 parallel file I/O, the PETSc scientific library, adaptive mesh refinement, web inter-
faces, and visualization tools. 
 
The documentation is very good; and answers almost all of the most common questions. It 
seems to be a relatively big organisation behind Cactus and updates are released now and 
then. Cactus is Open Source and the languages c and c++ can be used.  
 
There is much to learn before staring to using Cactus. If compared with Alchemi, it is like 
night and day in the quantity of things needed to do and learn before using Cactus. 

2.3.5 BOINC 
BOINC or Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing [8] is a bit complicated to 
set up if there is a lack of familiarity with UNIX or LINUX systems. It is the server that is 
especially complicated to set up. The Server seems to be available only on UNIX (and 
LINUX) and not on Windows. The client parts on the other hand are available on both plat-
forms. 
 
There is a BOINC API, which consists of a set of C++ functions, and most of these functions 
have a C interface. BOINC is primary for very big projects that have allot of public appeal 
and can attract people all over the world to add their computers to the grid. But there should 
not be any problem using it in a smaller project on a local grid. 
 
BOINC has some security mechanisms it uses a type of code signing to prevent hackers from 
getting clients to run false code. It also has protection against repeatedly sending large files to 
the data server and filling up the server disk. Protection of account information is up to the 
administrator of the computer running the server. There is no protection against some one 
sniffing the traffic and get account keys which can be used to change the user preferences and 
get there email address. There is no encryption of files that is sent between the different parts 
of the grid. When adding a computer to a BOINC project the grid security of the computer is 
entrusted to that BOINC project. 
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Chapter 3 - Grid Computing for the PEEC method 
In this section there is a discussion about why Alchemi became the software to use.  

3.1 Choice of grid middleware 
Shortly after the project had begun the grid middleware Alchemi [3] were found amongst oth-
ers (see Chapter 2.3). Alchemi is a “plug and play” middleware for grid computing, which in 
this case means that it is quite easy to use even for newcomers. Alchemi provides with exactly 
the services that the project needs, namely to split up a program into parts/units and run these 
parts/units on several computers connected to eachother. Because of that it is as an excellent 
choice of grid middleware to use with this project. The three strongest reasons for using Al-
chemi with this project are as can be read bellow: 
 
•The original PEEC program is a mixture of the C and C++ language. Therefore a “grid tech-
nology” that made use of these languages had to be used. Software written for Alchemi is 
preferably written in C# (pronounced C-Sharp) or MC++ (Managed C++), which is quite 
compatible with those languages.  
 
•With Alchemi it is very easy to set up a grid of computers and make them work together as a 
“super computer”. This is one of the strongest arguments for using Alchemi as a middleware, 
because it is really simple to use, and not so time consuming to learn. 
 
•The members of the project have more experience with the windows environment and 
thereby Alchemi is a good choice because it uses Windows and the .NET platform. 
 
As chapter 2.3.2 mention the security features are not that extensive, but this should not be a 
problem since the grid version of PEEC will be used on a LAN. 
 
The choice of middleware became Alchemi because it made exactly what the project needed 
and this in a very easy and understandable way. 
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3.2 General purpose PEEC code 
The purpose of the PEEC code is to calculate effects in electronicall and electronic objects. 
The original code is sequential and calculates everything “from top till bottom”. The code can 
be divided into three main parts and each of these parts can be made more parallel. In these 
three parts the most heavy calculations are done. These three parts are Coefficients of poten-
tial part, Partialinductance part and Frequency part. 

 
 
Figure 2. Workflow for the PEEC code, described in swim lane charts. (Left) Total workflow, 
(Right) Coefficients of potential workflow. 
 
To improve the code, each of theses parts are divided into smaller units, see figure 2, that are 
sent out to a grid to be calculated else where. This makes the code work in a more parallel 
way within each part and because of spreading the workload the overall calculation time is 
hopefully reduced. (For further explanation about how the workload and units are spread see 
the UML diagrams in figures 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 in Appendix B). 
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3.3 Modifications of current PEEC code 
The original PEEC code has been split in to two parts (projects), one (peec) that produces the 
program file when built. The second project (mainDLL) produces a DLL file that contains the 
assemblies that is needed to create and execute the grid-threads (units). Each time a grid-
application is created and run, a copy of this DLL file is sent to each executor in the grid. 

3.3.1 Grid-applications 
There are actually three grid-applications created by the Grid-PEEC program. The first one is 
the Calculating Coefficients of Potentials. The second grid-application is the Calculating par-
tial inductances and the third is the Solving of Frequency Domain Problem using a Nodal 
Analysis Formulation. 
 
The Grid-PEEC program will execute the grid-applications one at the time. The main thread 
creates a thread that creates a grid-application. When the thread has been created the main 
thread is paused (suspended) until the created thread is finished. The threads are created by 
the CoefficientsThread, PartialInductansThread, and FrequencyThread 
classes. All of the grid-applications are created in almost the same way as in the Tutorial Ex-
ample that is in the Alchemi-0.8.0-src.zip file that can be downloaded from the Alchemi 
homepage [3]. 
 
One problem that had to be overcome was that the original PEEC code contained C/C++ ar-
rays. Some of these arrays are used in the parts of the Grid-PEEC code that is executed out on 
the grid. If a C/C++ array is used as a data member inside a class that is in an assembly used 
by an Alchemi grid-application it does not work a SerializationException is thrown, 
__nogc arrays can not be serialized [9]. 
 
(__nogc stands for non garbage collected object, which is objects that the garbage collect-
ing engine does not take care of, and the cleanup has to be taken care of separately) 
 
This was first solved by copying the data in the C/C++ arrays to __gc arrays but later this 
was changed so arrays that is used on the grid is created as __gc arrays in the beginning of 
the Grid-PEEC program. 
 

3.3.2 Grid-threads 
The file GridData.txt that is located in the same folder as the Grid-PEEC program contains the 
IP number to the manager, the port number to the manager, the user name, password to the 
manager, and how many grid-threads each grid-application should approximately create. They 
are each stored in one line of the file, for example: 
 

Localhost 
9000 
User 
User 
10 
10 
13  
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The numbers that specifies how many grid-threads that each grid-application should approxi-
mately use is in the same order as the grid-applications are run in the PEEC-program. So the 
Calculating Coefficients of Potentials is done in about 10 grid-threads, the Calculating Partial 
Inductances is done in about 10 grid-threads and the Solving of Frequency Domain Problem 
using a Nodal Analysis Formulation is done in about 13 grid-threads. 
 
Here is an example of a problem with 25 calculations (a problem that is solved on the grid 
must be possible to split into smaller independent parts, in the two following examples each 
of these parts are called a calculation). 25 calculations are made in a grid-application that 
should use 3 grid-threads. How many calculations are made in each grid-thread? The answer 
is 25 / 3 = 8.33333… or 8 rounded off. But 8 * 3 = 24 what happens to the last calculation? 
The program will create a 4: th grid-thread in which the 25:th calculation is calculated. An-
other example is 120 calculations in 110 grid-threads. 120 / 110 = 1.0909090909…. or 1 
rounded off. 110 * 1 = 110 what happens to the 10 last calculations? The program will create 
10 extra grid-threads for the last 10 calculations. 
 
The functions used by the calculations made on the grid have been copied from original PEEC 
code to the classes (CoefficientsDLL, PartialInductansDLL and Fre-
quencyDLL) in the mainDLL project. Some slight modification had to be made to most of 
the functions when they where moved to the mainDLL project. The definition of the functions 
now looks a little different. For example in the old code it looked like: double Sin-
Teta(const double [3], const double [3]); and in the new code: double 
PartialInductansDLL::SinTeta(const double vect1 __nogc[3], 
const double vect2 __nogc[3]);. The UnitVector function used in Coeffi-
cientsDLL had to be more modified. Now it does not create a new array each time it is 
used, the old array is reused (if wanting to create a new array each time, then using a __gc 
array is a must).  
 
The constructors take as in-data everything that is needed to perform the calculations plus an 
integer that is an id number. These id numbers starts with 0 and ends at the number of grid-
threads minus one. Alchemi also gives the threads an id that starts with 0 and ends at number 
of grid-threads minus one. The reason to why the Grid-PEEC program gives the grid-threads 
an id number of its own is that there is a bug in Alchemi (v 0.8.0). Sometimes when using a 
grid that has both non-dedicated and dedicated executors the Grid-PEEC program receives the 
answer from one or more grid-thread(s) twice and the answer from the same amount of grid-
threads is missing (the ApplicationFinished() function is called before the last grid-
threads are finished). In the Grid-PEEC program creating a new grid-application that recalcu-
lates the missing threads solves this problem. Because the answers are put in to arrays and 
matrices and the locations in the arrays and matrixes where the answers are put is dependent 
on the id number, the Alchemi grid-thread id number can not be used because if some of the 
grid-threads are recalculated they will get new Alchemi ids starting from 0. But the id that the 
Grid-PEEC program gives the recalculating grid-threads will be the same as the original grid-
thread had. 
 
For example, if the Grid-PEEC program creates 10 grid-threads and the answers are missing 
from the grid-threads with Alchemi grid-thread id 7 and 9 and Grid-PEEC grid-thread id 7 
and 9. Then a new grid-application and two new grid-threads will be created. The new grid-
threads will have Alchemi grid-thread id 0 and 1 but Grid-PEEC grid-thread id 7 and 9 and 
this will be repeated as long as there are answers missing. 
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Not everyone using Alchemi seem to have this problem with missing answers. Maybe it has 
something to do with the modification that had to be done in Alchemi.core.dll file to get the 
executor to work on computers using Swedish Windows XP. 
 
The EventNamespace contains the classes EventFunkCoefficientsThread, 
EventFunkPartialInductansThread and EventFunkFrequencyThread that 
contain functions that handle the events (ThreadFinished, ThreadFailed and Ap-
plicationFinished) that Alchemi can call. Each class also has a constructor that takes a 
pointer to the thread from which the constructor was called. The EventFunkCoeffi-
cientsThread and EventFunkPartialInductansThread constructors also take a 
pointer to the Matrixes (CMatrixes) to which the answers from their grid-threads are cop-
ied. The EventFunkFrequencyThread counstructor takes pointers to the arrays fre-
quencies, resreal1 and resimag1 to which the answers from its grid-threads are cop-
ied. Finally they all also take a pointer to a Boolean (gthread_completed_array) 
array that keeps track of which grid-threads have been executed (this is used to se if the bug 
with uncalculated grid-threads has happened). 
 
To get the MainDLL project to build when it contains unmanaged C++ code, it requires that 
the project is modified to give a mixed mode DLL file [10], [11]. At first this seemed to solve 
the problem. If the project is not modified the: error LNK2020 will appear when building 
the DLL. When trying to run the Grid-PEEC program on grids that are setup on our own 
computers and a laptop everything worked fine. It was not until executors running on com-
puters that did not have the PEEC project on their hard drive that this problem was discov-
ered. The grid-threads from these computers returned with the following error message: 
GRID-thread # 25 finished with error 'Cannot find the assembly 
mainDLL, Version=1.0.1796.31487, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyTo-
ken=null.'. It was shown that when a program searches for an assembly it first looks in 
the folder where the program that wants to use the assembly is located. If the assembly cannot 
be found there, the program will turn to GAC (Global Assembly Cache) to find the assembly. 
Only assemblies with strong names can be registered in GAC [12]. Using an assembly with a 
strong name with Alchemi requires Alchemi to be recompiled with a strong name. 
 
Having to register the assembly in GAC will probably be very problematic with Alchemi. 
This because the assembly has to be registered with GAC on every computer that is running 
an executor. Each time a grid-application is executed a new folder is created by each executor 
in the executors /dat folder. And a copy of the assembly needed by the executor is 
downloaded from the computer running the grid-program to the folder. This means that if the 
assembly has to be registered in GAC the assembly used by Alchemi will not really be the 
right assembly. As long as the assembly registered in GAC is identical to the one downloaded 
by the executor there might not be a problem, but in the Grid-PEEC-project the assembly is 
often changed. When the assembly is changed it will probably be necessary to go around to all 
of the computers running executors and register the new assembly in GAC. This is not the 
way it is supposed to be with Alchemi. One of the best things with Alchemi is that after the 
executors are connected to the Manager nothing more has to be done with the computers run-
ning the executors.  
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This problem could be solved in three ways: 
 

1. Continue trying to find a way to use unmanaged code in mainDLL, which at that point 
was not known if it would lead to a solution. 

 
2. Replace the unmanaged code in mainDLL with managed code. There are three things 

that must be replaced, the Libraries cmath, complex and Matrix TCL Pro 2.12 [13]. 
cmath can be raplaced with System::Math so that is not a problem. Matrix TCL 
Pro 2.12 and complex on the other hand can not be replaced by anything in the 
System namespace so they have to be replaced by some other Library written in un-
managed code. 

 
3. To switch to another grid middleware.  

 
It was decided to go with alternative number 2, which is guarantied to lead to a working solu-
tion. Switching Library from cmath to System::Math is not hard so adapting Coeffi-
cientsDLL and PartialInductansDLL was fairly easy. FrequencyDLL on the other 
hand was a lot of work, because that is where the matrix and complex Libraries are used. A 
number of matrix libraries were tested to replace Matrix TCL Pro, for example Matrix 
ActiveX Component [14], .NET Matrix Library 1.1[15], The Matrix Template Library (Writ-
ten in C++) [16], NMath Matrix [17], Extreme Optimization Mathematics Library for .NET 
[18] and Mapack [19]. 
 
Mapack [19] is a port of the Java matrix library JAMA [20] to C#. None of these libraries 
fulfilled the requirements for this project. Some of them did not support complex numbers 
they only supported double precision. Others just did not work with Alchemi. Exocortex.DSP 
[21] a library for complex numbers was also tried but it did not work with Alchemi. So it was 
necessary to write classes that perform both the matrix and complex number calculations.  
 
The old parts of the code used by the grid-threads have old C style error handling. If some-
thing is wrong a message is written in the console. But since grid-threads are calculated by an 
executor that often runs on a different computer this (the printing to the console) is not work-
ing anymore. So the code has been modified to put the message in an Exception object that 
will be thrown. This means that the grid-thread fails and ThreadFailed will write the mes-
sage in the console on the computer running the Grid-PEEC program. 
 
Since its not possible to use cout and System::Console::WriteLine in grid-threads 
to write to the console there is also a String in each grid-thread that is written in the con-
sole when ThreadFinished is called. Initially the String is empty but to get informa-
tion from the grid-threads written to the console just use String::concat to add the in-
fromation to the String. 
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3.3.3 Matrix classes for Grid-PEEC applications 
 
AlchemiComplex 
 
The class for complex numbers is called AlchemiComplex, which is located in the Al-
chemiComplexNamespace namespace. The code for the AlchemiComplex class is 
located in the AlchemiComplex.h and AlchemiComplex.cpp file.  
 
The AlchemiComplex class contains the functions Subtraction, Addition, Multi-
ply, Division, Assign, AbsAsAlchemiComplex, Abs, Zero, op_Inequality 
and op_Equality. It also contains the properties gRe, gIm, sRe and sIm for getting and 
setting the real and imaginary values. 
 
op_Inequality and op_Equality (!= and ==) are the only operators in the Alchemi-
Complex class. 
 
Subtraction, Addition, Multiply and Division are all used in the same way, for 
example: 
temp_complex3->Multiply(*temp_complex2, *temp_complex); 
The objects that temp_complex2 and temp_complex points to are multiplied with each 
other and the answer is stored in the object that temp_complex3 points to.  
 
Assign just copies the values from one AlchemiComplex object to another: 
temp_complex3->Assign(*temp_complex2); 
 
AbsAsAlchemiComplex and Abs returns the absolute value of an AlchemiComplex as 
a new AlchemiComplex or a double. 
 
Zero just sets the values of an AlchemiComplex to 0. (0 + 0i) 
 
There are also three AlchemiComplex constructors. 
 
AlchemiMatrixNamespace 
 
The classes for Matrixes are called AlchemiMatrix and LUDecomposition, which are 
located in the AlchemiMatrixNamespace namespace. The source code for the Al-
chemiMatrix and LUDecomposition classes is located in the AlchemiMatrix.h and 
AlchemiMatrix.cpp file. 
 
Only parts of the AlchemiMatrix class are actually written especially for the Grid-PEEC 
program. The rest of the AlchemiMatrix class and the whole LUDecomposition class 
is ported form the matrix Library JAMA [20]. JAMA is public domain and written in Java and 
does not support complex numbers, it only supports matrixes of double. So the parts from 
the JAMA library that was needed has been ported from Java to Managed C++ and modified 
to use AlchemiComplex instead of double and to work with the rest of the Grid-PEEC 
code. 
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AlchemiMatrix contains two AlchemiMatrix constructors, one that takes two integer 
(number of columns and rows) and one that takes an AlchemiMatrix pointer, the new Al-
chemiMatrix object will be a copy of the old one.  
 
There are also some functions for addition and multiplication. They are used in the same way 
as Addition and Multiply in the AlchemiComplex class: 
temp_matrix3->Multiply(*temp_matrix1, *temp_ matrix2); 
The Addition function adds two AlchemiMatrix to each other and the Multiply 
functions can multiply an AlchemiMatrix with a double, AlchemiComplex or an-
other AlchemiMatrix. 
 
The Get and Set functions are used to get and set AlchemiComplex pointers at a specific 
column and row in the matrix.  
 
Transpose creates a new AlchemiMatrix that is the transpose of the old matrix. 
 
Row and Col return the number of rows and columns there are in the matrix. 
 
Identity returns a new matrix that has ones in the diagonal and is otherwise filed with ze-
ros.  
 
Inverse returns a new matrix that is the inverse of the old AlchemiMatrix. 
 
Solve is used to solve the system Ax = b. The solve function in AlchemiMatrix cre-
ates a LUDecomposition object and uses its Solve function to solve the system. When 
the LUDecomposition object is created the matrix A is decomposed in to two matrixes L 
and U, LU = A or LU = A (piv) to be exact. When a LUDecomposition object is created 
the rows in the A matrix might be pivoted. piv is a vector (or array) that keeps track of how 
the rows have been swapped. When the Solve function in LUDecomposition is called 
the system is solved with forward and backward substitution. 
 
The Solve function in AlchemiMatrix can only solve squared matrixes this is because 
only LUDecomposition was ported from JAMA. If QRDecomposition also had been 
ported the Solve function could easily been modified to solve matrixes with more rows then 
columns. But the matrix in the PEEC code on which the Solve function is used is squared so 
QRDecomposition was never ported.  
 
Solve is used in the following way, Ax = b would look like this in the code: 
V2 = Y2->Solve(I); // V2 = x , Y2 = A , I = b 
 
V2, Y2 and I are of the type AlchemiMatrix and they all have the same number of rows. 
In V2 and I each column is a vector so it is possible to use Solve for more than one vector 
(b).  
 
There are more functions than this in the AlchemiMatrix class but these are the most im-
portant ones and the ones used from the Grid-PEEC code.  
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3.3.4 Calculating coefficients of potentials 
The answer from each grid-thread started from the CoefficientsThread thread is a two 
dimensional array (or a matrix). The number of columns in the grid-thread answer matrix is 
the same as in the P-matrix (coefficients of potentials matrix-pijkc). The number of rows in 
the answer matrix depends on how many rows are calculated in the grid-thread. In the original 
PEEC code the coefficients of potentials is calculated in for loops and each lap in the outer 
forloop gives the answers for one row and stores them in the P-matrix. In the Grid-PEEC code 
this loop is split into several smaller loops that calculates a couple of rows each. The grid-
threads created calculate one of these loops each and gets a part of the answer. The content of 
each answer matrix is copied to the right place in the P-matrix. 
 

3.3.5 Calculating partial inductances 
PartialInductansThread is quite similar to CoefficientsThread. Each grid-
thread calculates the answer to some of the lines in the Lp-matrix (partial inductance matrix-
lpijkc). The grid-threads in PartialInductansThread also calculate two more ma-
trixes. These are the Ce and R matrices. At the moment they are not used since no dielectric 
material and ohmic losses are included in the test examples. However, each grid-thread con-
tains a Ce and R matrix of the same size as the original Ce and R matrix. Both the original 
and grid-thread Ce and R matrices are from the beginning filled with 0:s. but as the grid-
threads are calculated some of the 0:s in its Ce and R matrices will be replaced with other 
values. When a grid-thread is finished the Ce and R matrices in the grid-thread will be 
scanned and if a value other then 0 is found the same value will be inserted in the original Ce 
and R matrices.  
 

3.3.6 Solving frequency domain problem 
The grid-threads started from FrequencyThread solves the frequency domain problem 
using the P, Lp, CM and Rv -matrices. In the original PEEC code this was calculated in one 
big for loop. In the Grid-PEEC code the for loop has been split into smaller for loops, each 
calculating parts of the answer. Each grid-thread calculates one of these smaller for loops. 
 
The grid-threads started from FrequencyThread have the answers stored in three arrays. 
The content of these arrays are copied to the right place in the arrays frequencies, res-
real1 and resimag1 which is later used in the FrequencyThread when the grid-
application is finished and the results are written to the peec.m file.
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Chapter 4 - Results 
This chapter presents results and measurements of test runs of the new and old program. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
When the tests were preformed four things were measured. The execution time of Calculating 
coefficients of potentials, Calculating partial inductances, and Solving frequency domain 
problem measured separately. The fourth thing tested was the total time, this includes some 
calculations made before Calculating coefficients of potentials.  
 
The test was made on 5 grids with different numbers of (non-dedicated) executors. Using only 
non-dedicated executors prevents the bug with missing answers from some grid-threads and 
that the same number of grid-threads are calculated twice from happening. The number of 
executors was 1, 2, 6, 12 and 20. All of the executors were running on Dell Optiplex GX260 
Pentium 4 computers with a 2.0 GHz CPU, 640 MB of RAM and Gigabit network cards. The 
manager was run on an IBM Thinkpad R50 with a 1.5GHz Centrino CPU, 512 MB of RAM 
and 10/100/1000 Mbit/s network card. The executors where all located in the same computer 
lab House A, room A2515 and the manager was in room A2217. The bandwidth of the net-
work between the two rooms is 100 Mbit/s. The Grid-PEEC program was run on the same 
computer as the manager. The GridData.txt file is set so Calculating coefficients of potentials, 
Calculating partial inductances and Solving frequency domain problem will be calculated in 
about 30 grid-threads each.  

4.2 Test object 
The input data to the Grid-PEEC program is read from an .inp file. The Grid-PEEC program 
tests have been preformed on two different .inp files. The data in the first file represents a 
dipole and the other file represents a nonorthogonal transmission line (NTL). Calculating co-
efficients of potentials is for the dipole calculated using the functions PselfZeroTwo and 
Pfaces, which mean that the calculations are made analytically. When the coefficients of 
potentials are calculated for the NTL the functions Pp_cont and pmno replaces PselfZe-
roTwo and Pfaces. This means that the calculations are made numerically. In Calculating 
partial inductances the function LpRectRectThin is used to do the calculations analyti-
cally, which is when testing the dipole. When calculating the partial inductances for the NTL 
the function lpmno is used instead and the calculations are made numerically. 
 

4.2.1 Test file 1: Dipole 
A half wavelength dipole, (see Figure 3), was tested with the Grid-PEEC program. The struc-
ture was chosen due to the possibility to check the results with analytical formulas. The input 
file, to the Grid-PEEC program, is: 
 
Number_of_bars 2 
ndiva 100 ndivb 0 ndivc 0 thinthickness yes 
ndiva 100 ndivb 0 ndivc 0 thinthickness yes 
.cs  sigma 574000000 debug1 yes debug2 no 
.bz   0 0 0 9.99 0 0 0     0.1 0 9.99 0.1 0 0 0     
0.1 9.99 0 0.1 0     0.1  0.1 9.99 0.1 0.1  
.cs  sigma 574000000 debug1 yes debug2 no 
.bz   10.01 0 0 20 0 0 10.01 0.1 0 20   0.1 0 10.01 0 
0.1 20 0   0.1 10.01 0.1  0.1 20   0.1 0.1 
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Where the first row specifies the two dipole arms, the second and third row details the discre-
tization of the dipole arms, the fourth and fifth row gives the conductivity and geometrical 
description for the first arm while row six and seven details the same for the second dipole 
arm.  
 

 
Figure 3. Geometry for half wavelength dipole. 
 
The dipole is excited in the middle gap by a unit (1.0 A) current source specified internally in 
the Grid-PEEC program in the IS-vector. The gap voltage is calculated by the Grid-PEEC 
code and written to a test-file for further inspection in Matlab. 
 

4.2.2 Test file 2: Non orthogonal transmission line 
A non orthogonal transmission line, (see Figure 4), was tested with the Grid-PEEC code. The 
structure was chosen to test the new code for nonorthogonal PEEC models[22]. The input file, 
to the Grid-PEEC code, is: 
 
numero_barre 2 
Ndiva 100 ndivb 0 ndivc 0 thinthickness yes 
Ndiva 100 ndivb 0 ndivc 0 thinthickness yes 
.cs sigma 574e6 
.bz 0.0 0.1 0.0  5.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.102 0.0  5.0 0.202 0.0  0.0 0.1 1.0E-4 
5.0 0.0 1.0E-4  0.0 0.102 1.0E-4  5.0 0.202 1.0E-4 
.cs sigma 574e6 
.bz 0.0 0.1 0.0020  5.0 0.0 0.0020  0.0 0.102 0.0020  5.0 0.202 0.0020  
0.0 0.1 0.0021  5.0 0.0 0.0021  0.0 0.102 0.0021  5.0 0.202 0.0021 
 
The syntax for the input file is the same as for the dipole. The dipole is excited using a current 
source in the near-end (specified internally in the Grid-PEEC code as for the dipole). 
 

 
Figure 4. Picture of Non orthogonal transmission line. 
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4.3 Result 
The results are presented in a number of graphs that shows the calculation time on each grid 
used in the test. First come the graphs that show the calculation times for Calculating coeffi-
cients of potentials (see Figure 5 and 6), Calculating partial inductances (see Figure 7 and 8) 
and Solving for frequency domain problem (see Figure 9 and 10) separately.  
 
For the dipole, the Calculating coefficients of potentials and Calculating partial inductances 
parts is done so fast it is hard to say anything about the performance. In the original PEEC 
Program they are both done in less then one second and in the Grid-PEEC program it takes a 
few seconds regardless on how many executors the grid has. Most of this time is probably 
spent on the different parts of the grid interacting with each other and not on performing any 
PEEC related calculations. For the NTL the calculations take more time and it is easier to 
compare the results from the original PEEC program and Grid-PEEC program. Even with a 
20 executor grid the Calculating coefficients of potentials and Calculating partial inductances 
parts are slower in the Grid-PEEC program the in the original PEEC program.  
 
The Solving frequency domain problem calculations also loses allot of performance when 
they are calculated on the grid. The grid needs 5 or more executors for the Grid-PEEC pro-
gram to be faster then the original PEEC program. 
 
The next two graphs show the total calculation time (see Figure 11 and 12). From the graphs 
it can be seen that the grid must have about 5 executors before the Grid-PEEC program be-
comes faster then the original PEEC program. The Solving frequency domain problem is by 
far the grid-application that takes up most of the total calculation time. That’s why the Solv-
ing frequency domain problem graphs and the total calculation time graphs are so similar. 
 
All of these graphs are Line graphs and to all of these graphs there has also been added a grey 
dotted line that shows the calculation time of the original PEEC program. This is to make it 
easier to se how many executors that are needed in the grid for the Grid-PEEC program to be 
faster then the original PEEC program.  
 
There are also four bar graphs, two that shows the calculation times for the dipole and NTL 
on the different grids (see Figure 13 and 14). The other two graphs show the calculation times 
for the original PEEC program (see Figure 15 and 16). The Bar graphs are there to show how 
much time the different calculations take compared to each other. 
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4.3.1 Calculating coefficients of potentials 
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Figure 5. Calculating coefficients of potentials calculation times for the dipole with 1, 2, 6, 12 
and 20 executors. 
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Figure 6. Calculating coefficients of potentials calculation times for the NTL with 1, 2, 6, 12 
and 20 executors. 
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4.3.2 Calculating partial inductances 
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Figure 7. Calculating partial inductances calculation times for the dipole with 1, 2, 6, 12 and 
20 executors. 
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Figure 8. Calculating partial inductances calculation times for the NTL with 1, 2, 6, 12 and 20 
executors. 
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4.3.3 Solving for frequency domain problem 
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Figure 9. Solving for frequency domain problem calculation times for the dipole with 1, 2, 6, 
12 and 20 executors. 
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Figure 10. Solving for frequency domain problem calculation times for the NTL with 1, 2, 6, 
12 and 20 executors. 
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4.3.4 Total execution time 
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Figure 11. The total calculation times for the dipole with 1, 2, 6, 12 and 20 executors. 
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Figure 12. The total calculation times for the NTL with 1, 2, 6, 12 and 20 executors. 
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4.3.5 Summary 
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Figure 13. Bar Graph that shows how much time each calculation takes and the total time for 
the dipole with 1, 2, 6, 12 and 20 executors. 
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Figure 14. Bar Graph that shows how much time each calculation takes and the total time for 
the NTL with 1, 2, 6, 12 and 20 executors.  
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Figure 15. Bar Graph that shows how much time each calculation takes and the total time for 
the dipole with the original PEEC program. 
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Figure 16. Bar Graph that shows how much time each calculation takes and the total time for 
the NTL with the original PEEC program.  
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion
In this chapter there is a short conclusion of the work and result of this bachelor thesis 
 
The integration of Alchemi in to the PEEC program has been successfully carried out. Sure 
the performance gain is smaller than expected but this is caused by factors that were hard to 
foresee at the beginning of the project.  
 
The greatest performance gain was made with the NTL. This was expected since the same 
amount of data is sent over the grid for both the dipole and NTL. This means that the interac-
tion between Grid-PEEC, Manager and Executor will take about the same amount of time for 
both the dipole and NTL. The NTL calculations take much more time than the dipole calcula-
tions. This means that the interaction time has a lot less influences on the performance gain 
for the NTL then for the dipole when comparing the calculation times from the Grid-PEEC 
program and the original PEEC program. 
 

5.1 PEEC grid computing using Alchemi 
In the beginning Alchemi [3] looked like the perfect solution for this project, but as time went 
on some problems with Alchemi were discovered. The first problem was using C/C++ code in 
the mainDLL project as explained earlier. When the Grid-PEEC program that was almost 
finished (no optimisation had been made to the AlchemiComplex and AlchemiMatrix 
classes so they were still fairly slow.) the bug when ApplicationFinished is called to 
soon were discovered. These are not the only problems found with Alchemi. Sometimes an 
executor can stop executing the thread that it is working on. When the executor is discon-
nected grid-threads from old grid-applications reappears and then one has to use the Alchemi 
console to stop the old grid-applications to get rid of the old grid-threads. 
 
Since both Calculating coefficients of potentials and Calculating partial inductances takes 
longer time with the Grid-PEEC program then with the original PEEC program even with 20 
executors but Solving frequency domain problem will be faster when using 5 or more execu-
tors perhaps it would be best to use a mixture of the original PEEC program and Grid-PEEC 
program. Calculating coefficients of potentials and Calculating partial inductances should be 
calculated locally and Solving frequency domain problem should be calculated on the grid. 
 
It was a big disappointment that the performance gain when using grid computing was so low. 
Some performance loss in the calculations made on the grid compared to the original code 
was expected, but not expected to be this big. The original PEEC project when it is built gen-
erates native code while the Grid-PEEC project generates MIL (Microsoft intermediate lan-
guage) code, which might explains some of the performance loss. Another thing that influ-
ences the performance is that __gc arrays are slower then __nogc arrays especially when a 
release version of the project is built. It was not until the end of the development this differ-
ence between __gc and __nogc arrays was noticed, because debug versions of Grid-PEEC 
program was build when testing during most of the development. A simple performance test 
of the functions used from System::Math and cmath has also been done to see if this 
switch has any influence on the results. But the performance difference between the two li-
braries was very small. C/C++ is a programming language that has been around for a long 
time and many of the compilers can perform advanced optimization on the code when it is 
compiled. Managed C++ has not been around that long and there is probably more that can be 
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done about optimization of the code during the compilation. The MIL code is also optimized 
during run-time, but even so the optimization of Managed C++ code dose not seem to be as 
god as when C/C++ code is compiled to native code.  
 
The performance of Solving frequency domain problem is almost entirely up to how fast the 
AlchemiMatrix class is, since most of the work in Solving frequency domain problem 
consists of performing matrix operations. AlchemiMatrix has its matrix data stored as an 
AlchemiComplex __gc array, so this explains why the calculations made in Solving fre-
quency domain problem are slower in the Grid-PEEC program then in the original PEEC pro-
gram. 
 
One way to speed things up would be to create three programs in native code (win32 in this 
case). The first program does the same calculations as the Start function in Coeffi-
cientsDLL, the second does the same as Start in PartialInductansDLL and the 
third the same as Start in FrequencyDLL. In Alchemi there is support for this traditional 
job model [23]. Each job (grid-thread) or GJob as they are called in Alchemi contains the 
files used for input and output data. The program file that is to be used is added to the grid-
application manifest. The program starts by parsing the information in the input file and then 
performs the calculations. When the calculations has been preformed the results is written to 
the output file.  
 
This solution was actually considered when the old libraries cmath, complex and Matrix 
TCL Pro 2.12 could not be used. But it was dismissed, as it seemed unnecessary complicated. 
But now when knowing more about the performance of MIL and __gc arrays this may not 
have been such a bad alternative after all.  
 
The performance can also be improved by modifying GridData.txt so the number of grid-
threads is adapted to the number of executors in the grid. This is not hard when all the com-
puters in the grid are equally fast and each grid-thread requires the same amount of work, if 
this is not the case it is allot more difficult. In Solving frequency domain problem each grid-
thread requires the same amount of work, except maybe the last one that requires less. So in 
the case with a 12 executors grid the performance could be heighten by lowering the number 
of grid-threads from 30 to 24 or 12. Using 30 grid-threads means that first 12 of them will be 
calculated and then 12 more and at last the 6 remaining threads. While the 6 last grid-threads 
are calculated 6 executors will be unused. Using 24 or 12 grid-threads would optimize the use 
of the executors. But all of the tests where performed with about 30 grid-thread as it would 
not be fare to optimize the number of grid-threads to the number of executors in the grid since 
this is almost impossible in most cases. Usually the performance of the computers in a grid 
varies.   
 
Alchemi v. 0.8.0 is a little unstable. Alchemi v. 1.0 Beta seem to be more stable but still has 
some problems (the Grid-PEEC program is still using v. 0.8.0). The problems are executors 
that stop executing and have to be reset, and old grid-threads that reapers and is executed 
again. This is very annoying since there can be up to a couple thousand grid-threads that 
comes back. There also seem to be a problem when using a larger grid. When doing the tests 
presented in results everything worked fine when using grids with up to 12 executors, but 
when using 20 executors the grid became unstable and only ran at 85-95%, some of the ex-
ecutors just crashed. The crashed executors were restarted and new attempts to run the Grid-
PEEC program were made, but there were always one to three executors that crashed. 
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In Alchemi v. 0.8.0 the assemblies that is used in the grid-threads are not put in a sandbox, 
they are given the permission set “FullTrust” which means that the grid-threads can do pretty 
much anything they want. In the future a sandbox for the grid-threads will probably be added 
but it is still marked as TODO in the Alchemi source code. 
 
After the test were preformed two bugs was found in the Grid-PEEC program. The first bug 
was that i and j in CoefficientsDLL::Start() had been switched when copying 
values from CapSurface to r1c and r2c so the values that should have been copied to 
r1c was copied to r2c and the values that should have been copied to r2c was copied to 
r1c. This problem was not noticed during the development of the Grid-PEEC program since 
when using the “broken” code on a dipole everything seemed okay in the answer file. It was 
not until some time after the tests had been preformed with both a dipole and an NTL (Nonor-
thogonal Transmission Line) that the problem was discovered. The answers from the original 
PEEC program and the Grid-PEEC program did not look at all the same for the NTL. It was 
not discovered right away since the test was performed to se how much time could be saved 
using grid computing and not to see if the answers were correct. The answers were expected 
to be correct since the code had already been tested many times with the dipole. 
 
The second bug was that some times the answer matrix (array) from the Coeffi-
cientsDLL and PartialInductansDLL grid-threads was to long. This resulted in the 
extra data at the end of the answer matrix being written to the memory addresses right after 
the pijkc and lpijkc matrix destroying some data stored in memory. None of these bugs 
seem to have any effect on the execution time for the Grid-PEEC program so no retesting was 
necessary.  
 
There has also been a small optimization made to the for loop in the Fre-
quencyDLL::Start() function. *CM->Transpose(),*Rv->Transpose() and 
*pijkc->inverse() has been moved outside the for loop and is now only calculated 
once. This has given the FrequencyDLL grid-threads a little boost but nothing that would 
give any bigger impact on the results.  
 

5.2 Future work 
The return matrix from CoefficientsThread, PartialInductansThread will 
look something like this but with complex number instead of real numbers but in this example 
real numbers is used to make it more easy to understand and read. 
 
1 0 0 0 
2 3 0 0 
4 5 6 0 
7 8 9 1 
 
If the matrix was calculated in four grid-threads one line in each grid-thread and that the ma-
trix is the P-matrix (coefficients of potentials matrix-pijkc). This means that each grid-
thread will calculate one more coefficient of potential value then the previous grid-thread. So 
the workload gets very unevenly distributed amongst the grid-threads. Especially when a big 
P-matrix is calculated. The algorithm that distributes the lines to the grid-threads could be 
modified to assign more lines to the first grid-threads and less lines to the last grid-threads. 
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This would result in the workload being more equally distributed amongst the Coeffi-
cientsDLL and PartialInductansDLL grid-threads.  
 
To get the upper right triangle of the matrix the lower left triangle is diagonally mirrored. 
 
1 2 4 7 
2 3 5 8 
4 5 6 9 
7 7 9 1 
 
In Alchemi v1.0Beta the problem with using Alchemi on computers with Swedish Windows 
XP is solved and the bug with missing answers from grid-threads on grids using both dedi-
cated and non-dedicated executors seems to be solved. So if the Grid-PEEC program is 
adapted to use v1.0Beta instead of v0.8.0, the “ugly workaround” for this bug could be re-
moved and the code would be a little easier to read and understand. 
 
The Calculating coefficients of potentials and Calculating partial inductances grid-threads 
could be added to the same grid-application and be calculated at the same time. This will 
speed things up a little bit but just a little bit. 
 
The three classes CoefficientsDLL, PartialInductansDLL and FrequencyDLL 
from the mainDLL project could be split up to three smaller projects. This would make it eas-
ier to not get lost in the code. Right now the classes code is in one big file. The split up of the 
project would also mean that a little less data has to be sent over the grid, this is because the 
DLL file used by the grid-applications are sent to each executor each time a new grid-
application is run. So each time the Grid-PEEC program is executed the DLL is sent three 
times to each executor. But the grid-applications only use their part of the DLL. Each grid-
application only uses one of the classes CoefficientsDLL, PartialInductansDLL 
or FrequencyDLL. So if the classes where split up in to three smaller DLL files, each grid-
application would send out a DLL that contains only what that specific grid-application need.  
 
It would also perhaps be a good idea to rename the classes in EventNamespace (Event-
FunkCoefficientsThread, EventFunkPartialInductansThread and 
EventFunkFrequencyThread) these names are not very good, for example Event-
FunkCoefficientsThread handles events from CoefficientsDLL not Coeffi-
cientsThread. So EventFunkCoefficientsDLL would be a more accurate name. It 
could also be a good idea to split up these classes right now they are all in the same files 
(EventFunc.h and EventFunc.cpp). They all contain three functions called ThreadFin-
ished, ThreadFailed and ApplicationFinished, which can be a little confusing 
and it is easy to end up in the wrong function when editing the code. 
 
Another way to improve the PEEC program is to make use of supercomputers for its calcula-
tions. To do this it is often required that the user apply for an account at the organization that 
supply the service. Then the program code has to be adapted to the guidelines required to 
make use of the supercomputer. One example of this type of supercomputer is the cluster 
HPC2N [24]. It is a collaboration and coordination between the universities Umeå University, 
Luleå University of Technology, The Swedish Institute of Space Physics (IRF), Swedish Uni-
versity of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) and Mid-Sweden University. 
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APPENDIX A, INSTALLATION OF SOFTWARE 
In this appendix there is a help of how to install all needed software components to be able to 
run and develop a program that makes use of the Alchemi Grid Middleware. 

 



 

Installation of software 
Read thoroughly these instructions for a clean and easy installation and use of Alchemi. 
 
Requirements 
Find more knowledge and descriptions of how these programs work check out their web 
pages [3, 11]. 
 
Operative System 
Windows XP, (Other version of Windows may also work but our tests has only been per-
formed on XP-machines) 
 
Free software: 
.NET Framework 1.1 
MSDE 2000 database 
Alchemi 0.8.0 
 
Development software 
C/C++/managed C++ compiler 
  
Starting the installation phase 
 
1. .NET Framework 
If .NET framework is installed skip to point 2 
 
First of all the Microsoft .NET framework has to bee installed. Find it on [11] and go to the 
“downloading” page and search for “.NET 1.1”. For this project .NET version 1.1 have been 
used, guarantees can not bee made that later distributions works correctly with the Grid-PEEC 
program. First download “.NET framework v1.1 redistributable package” and install it ac-
cording to the instructions found on the downloading page. 
 
2. .NET developer 
Going to develop .NET programs? Read this, otherwise skip to point 3.  
 
If developing .NET programs it is recommended to download and install the .NET Frame-
work SDK (System Development Kit) version 1.1, read all instructions so that nothing goes 
wrong. Downloading SDK is done as described in point 1 from [11] 
 
3. SQL server 2000 or MSDE 2000 
The database is the tool that the Alchemi manager uses for storing information that it needs 
for distributing the work on the computational grid. 
 
Before installing Alchemi Manager (NOT Executor) the database SQL server 2000 or MSDE 
2000 has to be installed. The database does not have to be installed on the same machine as 
the manager. To install MSDE 2000 download it from [11] browse to the downloading section 
and search for “MSDE 2000”, which stand for Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Desktop Engine. 
For the Grid-PEEC project the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Desktop Engine (MSDE 2000) 
Release A has been used. Guarantees can not be made that other releases of MSDE will work 
properly but probably they will.  
 

 



 

The easy way to set it up and make the database running is to do as follows. Run a command 
prompt (click start button, click run, type cmd), browse to the installation directory, type this 
in the command prompt: setup SAPWD=hello SequrityMode=SQL, one are now 
ready to use MSDE as a database. It may require a reboot before one are able to use the data-
base software. If the database software is up and running a icon should be seen in the lover 
right corner on the screen 
 
There may arise some problems when reinstalling the database. First of all uninstall the data-
base, and then remove the files Alchemi_log.LDF and Alchemi.mdf that if they exist they 
exist in the catalogue C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL\Data. Otherwise there 
will be problem when trying to execute the file Alchemi.Dbinstaller.exe one more time. 
 
4. Alchemi (Grid computing) 
Before downloading and installing it is recommend to make a visit the Alchemi homepage [3] 
and read about it. 
 
To be able to run programs developed for Alchemi it is needed to download and install the 
components of the Alchemi Grid Middleware from [3] download version 0.8.0. For the Grid-
PEEC project version 0.8.0 have been used. The files that are needed are described bellow. 
Probably will later releases than 0.8.0 also be compatible. 
 
These are the programs that is needed to create an computational grid with 
 
• Alchemi.Executor-0.8.0.msi 
• Alchemi.Manager-0.8.0.1.msi 
 
(Before installing the manager be sure to have done all that point 3 explains) 
 
File 1 Manager, - Alchemi.Manager-0.8.0.1.msi, the manager 
 
The manager is the part of Alchemi that handles the execution on the behalf of the user node 
applications and provides services associated with managing execution of grid-threads 
 
Be sure that the database is up and running, (An icon should be seen in the bottom right cor-
ner of the screen)  
 
Then start the installation of the manager. If the database is not up and running, be sure that 
all that is explained in point 3 has been done, and that the computer is rebooted. If it still does 
not work consult the manual. 
 
(If somehow the installation did not succeed to get the database up and running before the 
installation of the manager took place this can still be fixed later on when the database has 
been started by executing the Alchemi.Dbinstaller.exe file located in the Manager installation 
directory.) 
 
Now it is time to fill in some input to the Alchemi database installer. Use the server name that 
was given to the server during installation, and use the password used earlier (hello). Click 
install. 
 
File 2 Executor, - Alchemi.Executor-0.8.0-.msi, the executor  

 



 

 
The executor is the program that executes the grid-threads it has been assigned to by a man-
ager. 
 
The executor requires that the .NET framework (see point 1) is installed on its host computer. 
 
5. Alchemi Developer 
Going to develop software that is using Alchemi? Then it is recommend downloading the 
SDK (Software Development Kit) and source code from [3]. 
 
File 3 SDK, Alchemi-0.8.0-sdk.zip 
File 4 Source, Alchemi-0.8.0-src.zip 

 



 

APPENDIX B, UML DIAGRAMS 
In this appendix there are several UML diagrams that will help understand the construction 
of the GRID enabled PEEC program 

 



 

 
Figure 17. A structure model of how an Alchemi GRID works, and how the code in the PEEC 
project is involved in different areas. 

 



 

 
Figure 18. A simple setup of an Alchemi GRID, with one Manager (managing execution), one 
owner (the one executing the grid application) and the two executors (doing the actual work) 

 



 

 
Figure 19. Workflow for the Grid-PEEC code, described in a swim lane chart. As seen each 
part has its own execution lane and the parts has to be executed in above order. 

 



 

Figure 20. Sequence diagram shows how the code classes works together creating work units, 
sending them out on the grid and then receiving the result for the CoefficientsThread part. 

 



 

Figure 21. Sequence diagram shows how the code classes works together creating work units, 
sending them out on the grid and then receiving the result for the PartialInductansThread part. 

 



 

 
Figure 22. Sequence diagram shows how the code classes works together creating work units, 
sending them out on the grid and then receiving the result for the FrequncyThread part. 

 



 

 
Figure 23. Diagrams and description of the events that occurs in the code and can be seen in 
the above sequence diagrams. 

 



 

APPENDIX C, LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
Short list of abbreviations used through out the report. 

 



 

ABBREVIATIONS 
 
API,  Application Program Interface 
DLL, Dynamic Link Library 
EISLAB Department of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, at Luleå Univer-

sity of Technology, Sweden 
EMC Electromagnetic compatibility 
GAC Global Assembly Cache 
HPC High Performance Computing 
HTC High Throughput Computing 
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force 
LAN Local Area Network 
MIL Microsoft Intermediate Language 
NTL Nonorthogonal transmission line 
OGSI Open Grid Services Infrastructure 
PEEC Partial Element Equivalent Circuit 
SDK System Development Kit 
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol 
SSL Secure Socket Layer 
UML Unified Modelling Language 
W3C World Wide Web Consortium 
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